
Is your plane 'flying by a thread' ?  
 

 
 
...  or maybe on a wing and a prayer?  
 
I'm not here questioning your piloting skills, though you might well say that there are some 
pilots, for whom such 'skills' might well deserve 'a wing and a prayer' rating. 
 
No, I'm thinking here of the integrity of the hardware that we use to keep our flying 
investments both safe and airborne. 
 
Yes, we can all check and see what state our batteries, our wiring and plugs and sockets are 
in. Check the range of our radio gear etc, but I have now found a hidden, 'ticking time-bomb' 
which we pretty much don't appear to be able to check. 
 
Over the years of model flying, I've collected a good few servos which have met their demise 
- often when the plane in which they were installed lost an argument with the nearby planet, 
so resulting in gearwheel stripping forces coming into play. 
 
However, not all failures have been down to stripped gears - some, like the one a few days 
ago, where the servo is one moment working fine and then, the next moment,  there's nothing 
- it's totally dead.  
Sometimes, in the past, this has occurred in the air.. which is definitely not nice and of course 
can cause severe convulsions of the wallet. But the instance a few days ago happened 
between flights. It was in the pits - while performing  a quick pre next flight check - to 
establish that all was still working well.... the first waggle of the stick: yes, okay - the second 
waggle: nothing from the right aileron!! 
 
So, back at the hanger, I rechecked - it was the same and cross patching the servo to another 
working receiver servo port proved it was definitely a servo problem. 
 



And so, I swapped it out, but decided to open up the faulty servo, to see if I could spot the 
reason for the failure. 
 
Metal gears: as expected, all ok. 
Wiring to circuit board and motor and plug: all looked ok. 
Components on the circuit board: non looked burnt, discoloured or broken and no smell of 
anything having been hot and burnt. 
 
So, I decided to take a look inside the little dc motor. 
And there it was - the glaring culprit. 
 
Just like they say in the film, 'Apollo 13 ' - 'There's one whole side... missing'. 
 
Now, I assume you all know that with a brushed DC motor, the coils that wizzes round 
between a couple of magnets have the electric current fed to them by a couple of 'brushes' 
that press on a commutator which is connected to and rotates with the coils. So the brushes 
hold still while the commutator spins in contact with them. And this contact needs to be 
mechanically and electrically good for the motor to perform reliably.  
 

 
 

Above we see a typical rotor or rotating part of a small motor. 
 

 
Often the brushes are made of small carbon blocks spring loaded to press against the 
commutator and over time the carbon slowly wears away. Indeed, I think we all appreciate 
this type of motor layout from our experience with power drills, washing machine motors 
and those little motors in Scalextric cars and the like. 
 



To my surprise, in my servo - horror of horrors - the springy brush arms didn't have any 
blocks of carbon, it was the metal of the brush arms themselves that were pressed directly 
onto the commutator. And obviously, as soon as this very thin metal had worn through where 
it had been pressing on the rotating commutator, there was no more contact - no more 
electrical path to the motor coils and no more servo movement ! 
That's what had happened - 'one whole side was missing'. 
 
And it wasn't that the carbon brushes had dropped off the springy brush arms - there 
obviously were no carbon brushes to start with. 
 
Indeed, the brush arms themselves were slit at their ends to produce tiny 'fingers' of metal, to 
help them bed evenly onto the commutator surface - on a carbon brush version the carbon 
itself would slowly wear to the curve of the commutator and so achieve this 'bedding in'. 
 

 



 
In this photo we can see, at the bottom, the motor casing (propped up here by the essential 
jeweller's screwdriver) Inside the case , to left and right we see the two curved permanent 
magnets. Between these are the coils of wire wrapped on an iron core or armature. The ends 
of the wire coils are soldered to segments on the commutator - seen directly under the green 
disc. 
At the top of the picture is the cap end of the motor containing a central brass bearing and the 
two diagonally oriented brushes.  
Careful inspection shows the lower brush has one and half of the brush 'fingers' remaining - 
the third has worn away, whereas the upper brush shows the point of failure - all three of its 
'finger ends' have been worn away.  
 
This servo, I estimate, has been used in a model for about 4 years. 
 
Which now begs the question, should I change-out the other servos in that plane, before they 
stop working, too? 
 
I admit that this was a small (13.4gram 1.8kg/cm) budget priced servo, so I decided to open 
up a more expensive servo motor. One from a servo which some time ago suddenly 
developed the 'no drive syndrome' - and this was one of similar size, but which had cost 
about 4 times as much. I was hoping to find a more robust 'brush' system inside this one - this 
time with nice small blocks of carbon pressing onto the commutator. 
 
But no!! - the more expensive one had the same springy bits of metal with 'brush fingers' at 
the ends - only in this servo motor there were not 3 'fingers' on each 'brush end' but only two!! 
 
And again, in this motor I could see that the 'brush springy metal system' had been 
responsible for the servo's failure. 
 
Okay, I thought, so which servos - that don't have a ridiculous price tag on them - come fitted 
with sensible, robust, long lived, carbon brushes? 
And the reply I came back with: well, I really think this one goes under the heading: ' out of 
sight, out of mind'. 
I say that because, I had a real problem finding any servos which stated they had carbon 
brushes. 
 
I think, because most modellers are unaware of this as a problem, they are not voting with 
their wallets and therefore the manufacturers and suppliers aren't tending to provide any 
information as to whether the brushes in servos are of carbon, or cheap bits of metal.  
There basically isn't consumer knowledge and pressure to have 'survival of the fittest' 
principles brought to bear on this aspect of servo design. 
 
Not very reassuring, when you rely on several of these items - that you know are going to 
wear, but you can't see to check them as to how worn they are.  
 
And you may very well have several hundreds of pounds worth of model, flying....   
'by a thread' ! 
 



Hopefully, the larger, standard size servos do come with carbon as being typical (I don't 
currently know), but even if they do, for many of the current electric models, standard servos 
are just too large and out of the question. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Here we see the thin springy metal finger type of brushes which I have found used in my 
servo motors. Some of which I've had wear right through and cause failures. 

 
 



 
 

And above we see a small motor with high quality carbon brushes. 
 
 

 
 
 

My thought from these experiences? 
 
4 years of pretty regular aerobatic use isn't that bad, from a cheap servo - one just has to 
appreciate that these things do wear out.  
If you tend to keep models for many years, or if indeed you tend to crash models often, but 
then reuse the servos in plane after plane, then the servos, I guess, do really need to be 
labelled and tracked in a notebook or similar, as to their usage / age.                 
I think, at least with this size and type of servo, you have to appreciate that after maybe 3 or 4 
years of frequent use, it may well be a good policy to throw away and replace, with new, at 
least the crucial servos in a plane. 
 
By crucial, to me it means the elevator servo, because if that goes in flight the chances of the 
plane getting down in one piece I consider as very minimal. 
 
On the other hand I can do without the rudder if that fails and if it fails in left or right 
position I can sort the situation with ailerons and elevator use. 
 
An aileron fail and I just rely on the other one that's working and if the failure occurs giving 
full up or down aileron position then the other can null its effects out and I can see my 
getting the plane down ok. 
 



A flaps servo fail (one flap deployed and other not) could be compensated for initially with 
application of corrective aileron and the working flap put back to the non flapped position as 
soon as one was aware of what must have happened. 
 
And I guess retract servos on some planes could also count as fairly crucial - where failure 
could cause a wrecked plane. 
 
 
So, maybe I should consider going through my fleet and change out a few aging elevator 
servos rather than have them wear out and obliterate a plane in the process. 
 
Anyway, food for thought when you next have one of your plane's servos put you in the 'hot 
seat'. 

 
 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 
 
 
Has anyone else had similar problems, or indeed knows of servos with carbon brushes - or 
anyone with experience of brushless servos.... other than they are currently very expensive... 
and currently appear to be of the larger servo variety? 
 
 


